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We at ESDS help healthcare and other sectors with the cutting edgeWe at ESDS help healthcare and other sectors with the cutting edge
Artificial Intelligence and Deep Learning technology to solve theArtificial Intelligence and Deep Learning technology to solve the
enormous problems faced in the industry.enormous problems faced in the industry.

With the help of the experts in the medical field, and in partnershipWith the help of the experts in the medical field, and in partnership
with Deepiotics we have developed a Artificial Intelligence solution towith Deepiotics we have developed a Artificial Intelligence solution to
identify the COVID-19 patients. Our Deep Learning and advanced AI-identify the COVID-19 patients. Our Deep Learning and advanced AI-
driven platform uses the conventional x-ray platform that helps todriven platform uses the conventional x-ray platform that helps to
identify corona infection from chest x-ray within 5 minutes. With theidentify corona infection from chest x-ray within 5 minutes. With the
help of the available samples, we can meet the accuracy level ofhelp of the available samples, we can meet the accuracy level of
100%. However, we believe that our technology would stand at least100%. However, we believe that our technology would stand at least
accuracy of 96%. As we get more samples of the patient over a periodaccuracy of 96%. As we get more samples of the patient over a period
of time, the efficiency of platform will increase to 99.50% -100%of time, the efficiency of platform will increase to 99.50% -100%
permanently.permanently.
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MageComp has become one of the supreme Magento EcommerceMageComp has become one of the supreme Magento Ecommerce
service provider since it started its operation back in 2014. Currently,service provider since it started its operation back in 2014. Currently,
We are offering 150+ Magento and Magento 2 Extensions. Also, lots ofWe are offering 150+ Magento and Magento 2 Extensions. Also, lots of
clients have strengthened their Magento stores with our Best in classclients have strengthened their Magento stores with our Best in class
Magento Services such as Migration, Upgrade, Custom DevelopmentMagento Services such as Migration, Upgrade, Custom Development
and Graphic Designing.and Graphic Designing.

For more details, please visitFor more details, please visit
http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/magecomp-10292http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/magecomp-10292
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